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eBioDiv Matching Service
Linking material citations to specimens



Accessing the 

Matching Service

Now that you are logged in to the eBioDiv Matching Service, you can select your
preferred way of accessing the information. 



The service contains specimen data available on GBIF.org with potentially
corresponding material citations extracted from scientific publications and made
available through Plazi’s Treatment Bank. 

https://www.gbif.org/
http://plazi.org/treatmentbank/


Institution

Selecting the “Institution” option you can match specimens held by a specific
institution or that are part of a specific collection. 



Currently, there are more than 260 institutions with specimen data available... 



... and many of them with data for more than one collection organized by higher taxa. 



You can obtain information concerning the collections clicking on the “expand” 
button. 



Country

By selecting the “Country” option you can match specimens that have been collected in 
a given country or region.



Taxon

By selecting the “Taxon” option you can match specimens belonging to a specific taxon
or taxon group. 



Article

By selecting the “Article” option you can match specimens that have been cited in 
specific journal articles.



Accessing the Matching Service

Specimens

Material Citations

OR

You can do the matching of the selected items starting from a list of specimens or
from a list of material citations. 



Accessing the Matching Service

Specimens

Material Citations

OR

You can classify the selected items using different sorting criteria or further refine 
your selection by using filters. 



Now that you have an organized table, click on the “Edit” button on the right-hand 
side of the first item to open the matching screen.



Let 's match!
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